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The 
Ithacan 
New Probation Policy Issued; 
Proposal to Aid Students 
The Council on Academic Status has recently revised the pro-
bation procedure in the College of Arts and Sciences to make it 
more effective and less cumbersome. 
Under the new provisions, there 
are types of probation-assigned 
and automatic. February 19, 1965 Ithaca, New York 
David Manning White.·10 Speak 
at IC Wed., Feb. 24; Noted 
Journalist and Author \ 
David Manning White will speak on the topic "From Dog. 
patch to Slobovia: The World of Lil' Abner," on Wednesday, 
February 2:1- in the College Rec Room. The address will begin at 
8:15 p.m. 
Mr. White is currently the Gen-
eral Editor of the _Series on Con-
temporary Commugications for 
Beacon Press. He started bis 
career in journalism working as a 
reporter for the Davenport (Iowa) 
Times in 1938. He later served in , 
various capacities on newspapers. 
In 1948, Mr. White became a 
television news commentator for 
WBZ-TV Boston. Since then, ex-
cept for a short period of work~ 
ing as a correspondent for NBC 
news in Rangoon, Burma, Mr. 
White bas ~en involved with re-
search for publishing houses, uni-
versities, and newspapers. He is 
presently serving as Special Elec-
tions editor for the Associated 
Press in Boston, and as Consultant 
to the Department of Mass Com-
munications, UNESCO in Paris. 
Mr. White has published eight 
books and has three other pub-
lications in preparation. Some of 
his more noted workB are From 
Dogpatch to Slobovia: The World 
of Lil' Abner, Identity and 
Anxiety: Survival of the lndlvld• 
ual In Mau Society, and Elemen-
tary Statistics for Joumalists. 
As an undergraduate student, 
Dr. David Manning White 
lish at Bradley University, 
instructor in English at William 
and Mary College, and teaching 
fellow at the University of Iowa. 
Mr. White is a member of many 
societies, both professional and 
honorary. He is a member of Phi 
Beta Kappa, Kappa Tau Alpha 
(journalism), Pi Kappa Delta (for-
ensics), and Sigma Delta Chi, 
among others. 
Volume 37-No. 12 
IC Students Meet 
Success at College 
Unions Tourney 
A total of thirteen trophies was 
won by the representatives of 
Ithaca College at the Annual As-
sociation of College Unions Re-
gional Games Tournament held on 
Feb. 12 and 13 in Buffalo, New 
York. Ithaca, because of these 
victories, is the number one school 
in the region. 
The Games Tournament was 
this year held in Norton Hall, the 
University of Buffalo Student 
Union, with schools from Region 
two participating. 
Region two is made up of all 
the schools in New York (exclud-
ing New York City) and Eastern 
Canada. This means that our stu-
dents won over the students of 
such schools as Cornell University, 
Cortland State Teachers College, 
University of Buffalo, Syracuse 
University, the United States Mili-
tary Academy at West Point, and 
many others. 
Participants from Ithaca College 
included: 
Bowling-Pat Karas, Linda Mar-
tino, Nancy Olsen, P. K. Cullen, 
Judy Leupp, Don Aoki, Richard 
Wright, Dale Rikert, Ron Lesko, 
and Jim Stalker. 
Table Tennis-Chun T. Limb, 
Malcolm Weiss, Jennie Fierstein, 
and Frauke Manteqff el. 
Pocket Billiards-Cara Harvey 
and Dale Baker. 
Three Cushion Billiards-Larry 
Reusch. 
Chess-Ron Axler, Phil Sandler, 
James Lathan, and Jo~n Rhodes. 
(C011.tinued on page 8) 
-Wood Assumes 
Editorship; Names 
New Staff Members 
Irving W~d, Editor-in-Chief 
Irving R. Wood, a junior history 
major, has been chosen the new 
editor-in-chief of the Ithacan ef-
fective this issue. Miss Barbara 
Wickham stepped down from this 
post, in which she had served 
since February of 1964 at the com-
pletion of her editorship. 
Mr. Wood has been associated 
with the newspaper ever since his 
Freshman year when he was a 
news reporter and the author of a 
column called "Club Clips." In his · 
sophomore year he was selected 
Managing Editor which post he 
has filled up to the present time. 
A Dean's List student, Mr. 
Mr. White attended Cornell Col-
lege. He r e c e iv e d · his M.S. 
from Columbia University in 1939 
and his Ph.D. from University of 
Iowa in 1942. 
Stanley to Attend Conf ere nee 
Wood has also been active in or-
ganizations among which he lists 
United Christian Fellowship, Ep-
silon Nu Gamma, and Zeta Sigma 
Nu, the freshman hono.rary so-
ciety. 
In order to become the editor 
of the Ithacan, it is necessary for 
the candidate to be recommended 
by the outgoing editor, have the 
support of the Dean of Students, 
and finally to be approved by 
Student Council. Student Council 
approved Mr. Wood's nomination 
as the new editor at its meeting 
of February 11. 
Prof. White became chairman 
of the department of journalism 
at Boston University in 1964, re-
turning to a post which be held 
from 1947 to 1949. Prior to this 
Mr. White was a professor of Eng-
Student Art Show 
To Be Held Feb. 21-
Mar. 20 in Union 
The second annual student art 
show will be held from Sunday, 
February 21, to Saturday, March 
20, in the College Union. There 
will be eight classes of art on dis-
play: water colors, oils, collages 
and mobiles, graphics, pen and 
ink, photography, design, and 
sculpture. 
As of publication, awards will 
be given in the following cate-
gories, where five . or more indi-
viduals have made entries: water 
colors, oils, pen and ink, photo-
graphy, design, and sculpture. 
Honorable mention will be award-
ed in 'the following classes: col-
lages and mobiles, graphics and 
(Continued on Page 6) 
in D.C.; U.S. Veep Invites Coed 
Miss Janet Stanley, a Junior at 
Ithaca College, will be spending 
March 5-7 in Washington, D.C., as 
a guest of Vice-President Hubert 
H. Humphrey. Miss Stanley will 
be attendin_g a conference for 
United States Peace Corps volun-
teers after their return home. 
The members of the conference 
will meet with leaders of . edu-
cation, government, and business 
to discuss how the experienced 
Peace Corps volunteer can be of 
service after returning from the 
Corps. 
Workshops will be held in the 
fields of education, business, 
government, and international re-
lations, as well as a study of an 
educational program for foreign 
students in the United States. 
The outcome of the conference as 
a whole will be a prepared re-
port to be presented to the Presi-
dent and Congress of the United 
States. 
Miss Stanley, a social relations 
major from Potsdam, New York, 
joined the Peace Corps at the end 
of her sophomore year in 1962 
Janet Stanley 
and returned to Ithaca College in 
September 1964. As a Peace 
Corps volunteer, she worked with 
English teachers in the Philip-
pines. Miss Stanley is looking for-
ward to the conference, as well as 
a reunion with her former Peace 
Corps friends. 
John Mason Potter, the Ithaca 
College Director of Public Infor-
mation, has been named the new 
advisor of the Ithacan upon the 
resignation of Mr. John Gill. Mr. 
Potter has long been associated 
with newspaper work. He was the 
Director of the Cornell News 
Bureau for 1957 to 1964 and the 
Assistant Director of the Harvard 
News Office, 1956-1957. 
Mr. Potter was also the Educa-
tion editor of the Boston Post 
from 1947 to 1956, and a re-
porter on the Boston Globe from 
1928 to 1945. 
A contributor to the Saturday 
Evening Post, Coronet, and Ven 
ture, he is also the author of 13 
(Continued on page 5) 
Students on assigned probation 
are those who have been placed 
on probation for the first time. 
These students will meet with 
Dean Kolmin on February 25, at 
7 p.m. · in the Recreation Room. 
They will be assigned to depart-
mental advisers with whom they 
must meet at regular intervals. 
The first meeting between a 
student on assigned probation 
and his probation counsellor must 
occur before March 1, 1965. At 
this first meeting, advisees will 
receive a supply of evaluation 
sheets. These evaluation sheets 
must be submitted to each of bis 
professors three or four days 
prior to each advisory meeting. 
The administration hopes that 
when a student submits the eval-
uation sheet to his professor, the 
two will discuss the student's 
present status in the class. All 
evauation sheets must then be 
returned to the probation adviser 
who will discuss the comments 
with his advisee. 
Students on automatic proba-
tion are those who have been 
placed on probation for the sec-
ond time (not necessarily the sec-
ond consecutive time.) These stu-
dents will not participate in the 
program described above. They 
are expected to remove them-
· selves from probation at the end 
of this semester or face almost 
certain dismissal. 
Dean Kolmin stresses that pro-
bation is not a penalty. "The new 
probation system is just an extra 
push to help a student on as~ 
signed probation improve aca-
demically." 
Ithaca Students 
To Appear on G. E. 
College Bowl May 9 
A team of four Ithaca College 
students will compete May 9 on the 
G.E. College Bowl. Dr. Harold 
Emery, assistant professor of his-
tory, has been asked by Dean 
Robert Davies, Arts and Sciences, 
to prepare a team for this appear-
ance. 
The school with which the ltha-
cans will compete will not be 
known until the week of the broad-
cast, but it will be one of the fol-
lowing: University llf Seattle, Clark-
son, Springfield, or Bethany 
Dr. Emery plans to narrow the 
field down to six students-four 
team members and two alternates 
-by asking faculty members to 
suggest students to participate in 
quarter-final, semi-final, and final 
competitions beginning in April. 
The elimination competitions will 
be conducted like the College Bowl 
program wtih emphasis on ques-
tions demanding instant recall. Dr. 
Emery, a Phi Beta Kappa key 
holder, conducted a similar compe-
tition at Drew University between 
representatives of the faculty and 
the student body (which the stu-
dents won). 
He will make the final choice of 
the members of the team. Dr. 
Emery will choose those students 
who he feels will make the best 
showing. The fact that a person 
won in the final competition does 
not necessarily mean that he will 
be on the team. It is possible for 
a student who lost early in the com-
petition to be chosen to represent 
the school. 
(Continued on page 8) 
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1 Last week I wrote a little bit 
about Student Council Represen-
tatives. This week I'm going to 
continue a little more. At the 
meeting February 11 attendance 
was typical. Fourteen members of 
the Council were absent. Seven 
of these were without excuses or 
proxy. There are times when a 
member must miss a meeting. All 
that is required of him is to send 
an excuse, and if possible, to send 
a proxy. It is evident that a 
tighter rein is needed on attend-
ance at Council meetings. 
Editorial views neither reflect the official position of Ithaca College 
nor necessarily indicate the opinion of the student body. · 
A Newspaper 
The Ithacan in the past two years has been a publication. At 
times it has been shoddy and ill-planned; at other times it has been 
well-thought out and aptly presented. 
We are concerned with this lack of continuity in worthiness 
of the issues of the / tkacan. Effective this issue, a new editor-in-
chief has assumed the responsibility of "getting the paper out." 
Effective this issue the idea of "getting the paper out" is itself out. 
Commencing with this issue, the Ithaca;,, will not be done in 
a hectic one night stand as in the past. Rather than this chaotic 
scene, planning for the next issue will begin Wednesday afternoon of 
each, week right after that week's issue has gone to the printers. 
Instead of one person-the editor-in-chief-wracking his brains in 
order to determine what will comprise the next issue, this Wednesday 
af temoon meeting will be a brain-storming session of the various 
editors. 
Every Thursday night a general staff meeting will be held 
during which the various editors will assign stories to the members 
of the general staff, or in the usual event of no reporters, these 
editors will cover the stories themselves. 
On Sunday evening, the staff of the Ithacan will assemble in 
the newspaper office to hand in their finished stories and to talk 
over problems that they faced in getting or not getting these 
st~ries. Preliminary lay-out ideas will be discussed and rough-
sketches drawn at that time. 
The major lay-out session will be held as the various editors 
with their advisor prepare the final draft of the newspaper as it 
will appear on Frida,y. Headlines and copy reading and editing will 
be done at that time. 
Final polishing and editing will be done on Tuesday evening. 
This long-range planning and this extra-look will, we believe, im-
prove the Ithacan. The rest of the week will be the same as it is 
now: on Wednesda,y evening the copy will be proofread; on Thurs-
day afternoon, the editor-in-chief, the managing editor, and the 
advisor will read the page proofs making final correction. On Fri-
days the finished product will be ready to be distributed. 
In order to follow this schedule, a deadline for all material has 
been set for 3: 00 Sunday afternoon. No material will be accepted 
after this time save for certain items such as reviews of drama 
productions, features on CUB lectures, and the like. 
The Ithacan is a student-run publication; the Ithacan will be 
a newspaper. 
Projection 
Starting with this issue, the Ithacan will have a new look and 
feeling. In the past, the Ithacan has been basically a news and 
column publication with ver,y little feature stories. This latter men-
tioned type of article will be exploited much more. 
Plans include: a series of articles in which rc;presentatives of the 
administration, the faculty, and the student 'body will be . inter-
viewed concerning their lives as members of the college community; 
stories on IC student personalities; pictorial essays on college life, 
oftentimes humorous,' something thoughtful. 
However, the basic worth of the newspaper will not be for-
gotten. All news-worthy events on campus will be covered; off-
-campus news will also be reported. Certain columns will continue 
. .and others will not. Those which do remain will be improved. 
To deal more effectively with this material, new styles of 
page lay-out will be continually employed. -
Some of these plans have already begun to be carried out: on 
page 7 there is a pictorial essay on college buses; on page 8 there 
is a story about the recent picketing in Ithaca; page 1 is for the 
Ithacan one of unusual la,y-out; there is more than one page of news 
(see page 4), 
Ithaca College has improved itself; so, too, will the ltli.acan.· 
Last week I stated that Council 
Representatives took little inter-
est in matters brought up. On 
February 11 the constitutional 
· amendment giving the Chairman 
a position on the Executive Com-· 
mittee came up. There was a great 
deal of discussion and apparent 
interest.· Unfortunately no one 
seemed quite sure what he was 
interested in. Due to a lack of 
knowledge concerning Parliamen-
tary procedure by the Chairman 
and the Parliamentarian, the con-
fussion generated by the represen-
tatives grew into a great comedy 
show. It was nice though to see 
them at least interested in some-
thing. If this spark of interest 
can be channeled into some di-
rection, maybe Council will still 
become a worthwhile body. 
Elections are coming up shortly. 
Some people are already giving 
thought to running for various 
positions. If you are at all inter-
ested in Student Government, now 
is the time to inquire about the 
area in which you are. interested. 
Student Government positions re-
quire a great deal of responsi-
bility. Oftentimes, students can 
only be a strong force in the 
college community if they have a 
stron·g stu~ent government. It 
takes strong, responsible students. 
If you are · willing to work, the 
experience is well worth the ef-
fort. 
' 
LE I I E~S·· TO_··fflE.:~ij_lTOR 
'fll• Nlac&D welcome, all leltera YhlcJa are fair, properlJ' afCDIII an4 1mcter 100 
words. Submit letters to the College Uuion Deak b7 tho Sunday before publlc&tton. 
n, I~ reunu the rfcht to edls ~ refec:t Improperly wttum Jettera. 
Dear Editor: is an impossibility. A reduction 
While ·observing the· picketing though, in the type <if unemploy-
this past Tuesday afternoon in ment' kno.wn as general unemploy-
downtown Ithaca, many ideas ment, is possible. A recent article 
entered my mind which I feel of Time magazine stated . that 
, should be expressed. general unemployment was . at a 
The only semblance .of unity in new low. 
the groups of pickets is the belief As to the seco~d point. in the 
that the United States s}lould past eighty years labor has made 
withdraw its troops from Viet more progress here in the United 
Nam. This belief I am sure is States than anywhere else in the 
held by most Americans, and world. But, there comes a point 
President Johnson, to be sure, when the small struggling en-
would be the first tQ.. agree that trepeneur, as well as the large 
war should be ended and our corpontions, and national security 
troops should coine home. Why are· being hampered. At this point 
tfien did they picket. something must be done to check 
There were three types of the unreasonable demands of 
people that were picketing. First, labor unions. 
those who consider themselves In reference to their third point, 
"champions of the underdog," without the aid of the Federal 
persons who picket for the sole government, in .such .measures as 
purpose of picketing, The second the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the 
aPe persons who truly feel that Negros would not legally be en-
our policy is wrong. It is unfor- titled to many of the rights they 
tunate that this group of people, can now enjoy as individuals in 
who have a vast knowledge and our American society. 
wealth of experience, never gets The Ad Hoc Cornell Committee 
beyond a classroom situation. If - for Viet Nam goes. on to say in 
their faculties could be chan· their throwaway 
neled into the area of foreign The AmerJcan poor, the 
service, we could avoid many of American Negroes and the 
the crises in which the ignor- American working people 
amuses of our Dipiomatic Corps have no l'HSOn to support 
involve us. Johnson and McNamara's war 
The third group marching, rep- against the working people 
resenting the leadership of the of Viet Nam. 
sponsoril)g committee, was made Once again we hear the cry 
up of a· segment of our intelli- "Workers of the world unite." 
gentsia who live in their own To you, the workers of the com-
small shadowed world divorced mittee, all I can say is that Karl 
from reality, and who spit the Marx would be proud of you and 
stain of socialism throughout our that the Washington Monument 
country. and Lincoln Memorial should be 
You may be wondering why I shrouded in black crepe. 
drew· these conclusions. For the It's .a shame that people who 
answers let us examine the major have the intelligence to go to col-
. gripes of this organization. In a lege and beyond can. f'md no bet-
throwaway handed out by mem- ter use of the wealth of knowl-
bers of the group they state: · edge they have accumulated. The 
Why does Johnson spend $1,- people that I feel sorry for are 
000,000. a day In Viet Nam those, some of whom I know per-
while at home he: 1. does sonally, who did not bother to 
nothing substantial to end read the propaganda spread by 
unemployment for 5,000,000 the group ·in whose actjvities they 
.Americans; 2. restrain the p~cipated. 
trade union struggle for high- The people thou~h, to whom my 
er~ wages and better working sympathies really extend are 
conditions; 3, refuses to aid those who do not understand the 
the heroic struggle of the actions of the United States in 
Negroes for 11emocratlc rights. Viet Nam. The action of our 
In answer to the first question government in the past weeks has 
any- student of even basic eco- not 1>een one of aggression but 
nomics knows that full employ- one of warning. If aggression was 
ment under our economic system our policy, North Viet Nam would 
Us! 
long ago have been wiped off the 
map. Rather our actions have been 
a warning to the Communist-sup· 
ported· Viet Cong to halt their 
activities in South Viet Nam. 
It is the U.S. policy to give 
warnings, such as the Congres-
sional bill to halt shipments of 
food to Egypt. This bill is a 
warning to the Egyptians that 
destructive activities against 
American embassies and property 
has to be stopped. 
U.S. action in Viet Nam is in 
principle the same as the bill now 
in Congress; it is not one of ag-
gression. 
Jonathan Stowe 
Dear Editor: 
There have not been very many 
chances for our student bo'dy to 
be proud of itself in the past, but 
I feel the students of Ithaca Col-
lege now have a reason to pat 
themselves on the back. 
Two years ago there was no 
such thing as an Ithaca College 
Union Board. Today it has built 
itself into eight committees which 
supply the College with social, 
educaUonjl}, .and recreational 
events. It is one of the best-run 
organizations involving -more than 
eighty students. 
(Continued on page 1) 
Roving Eye 
. ' 'by ' 
Lou 
What do you think of the plans to change the Collage Calendar? 
Judd Shanker 
The re-arrangement of the aca-
demic schedule will benefit not 
only professors but students. 
Students and professors will have 
a three week intersession, nor-
mally Christmas vacation, without 
the bother and worry of exams 
and papers. The three or four 
extra weeks will make ·for finan-
cial and academic advantage. JS 
Jane Seidman 
I think this system will create 
too many conflicts if it is en-
forced next September. Many 
people will earn considerably less 
this summer because of the short-
ened vacation. I feel the students 
should have a chance to voice 
their opinions before a definite· 
decision is made. JS 
· All .of us who bitterly complain 
of the archaic rules and regula-
tions of this institution should be 
heartened by progressive aspects 
of this plan. JBS 
Jeffrey Sedw1n 
I do not agree with the possible 
change in the college calendar for 
two reasons. First, many jobs must 
continue through Labor Day. Sum-
mer jobs at resorts, for example, 
make working during this week-
end a pre-requisite for the job. 
Second, I would prefer to have 
the vacation during Christmas 
with finals the succeeding two 
weeks so that I have time to 
work on papers and begin study-
ing for finals. LH 
· Leslie Hessar 
CURES FOR THE WINTER BLUES 
O Mary Poppins-Sound Track 
·o Where Did Our Love Go-Supremes 
O You've Lost That Lovin' Feeling-Rightous Bros. 
O Goldfinger-Sound Track 
O Beatles '65. 
O Sam Cooke at the Copa 
O A Bit of Liverpool-Supremes 
O Kings Men-Vol III 
O Many Faces of Miriam Makeba 
O Nancy Wilson Show 
O Anyone for Mozart?-Swingle Singers 
0 L-0-V-E-Nat King Cole 
O Portrait of My Love-Lettermen 
O Kenton-Wagner 
ALL ABOVE 15% OFF 
Classical Westminster-Our Annual Sale has started 
at 40% and 50¾ OFF-$4.98 - $5.98 - Sale $2.98 
LENT1S MUSIC STORE 
210 N. Tioga St. 
MOVIE REVIEW 
by 
Art Moore 
"How To Murder Your Wife" 
starring Jack Lemmon and Virna 
Lisi. 
There are many clever ingredi-
ents in "How To Murder Your 
Wife" to satisfy most moviegoers. 
The finished product does have 
some problems, none of which 
should really bother anybody too 
much. 
George Axelrod's screenplay 
finds Jack Lemmon as a bachelor 
cartoonist who has a strange 
hobby of acting out the adventures 
he has written for his cartoon 
sleuth, to see if they are credible 
before he prints them. The plot 
becomes complicated when he ac-
quires an Italian wife at a party, 
then decides he does not want 
her. She finds one of his new· 
cartoons showing the sleuth kill-
ing his wife. She panics and flees. 
When the cartoon appears, Lem-
mon is unable to explain the dis-
appearance of his wife. He is ar-
rested for murder and pleads his 
case in front of a jury that would 
make Perry Mason give up the 
law profession. All is straightened 
out and his wife returns home. 
There are some fine comic 
sketches, but overall that is all 
they are. Richard Quine's direc-
tion, at times, lacks the pace 
necessary to keep the plot moving 
along smoothly. 
Terry-Thomas does well in his 
featured role, but Eddie Mayehoff 
overdoes his part as Lemmon's 
attorney. His continuous mugging 
becomes annoying because of the 
one-joke nature of his portrayal. 
Claire Trevor does a fine job as 
his wife. 
Virna Lisi as the wife of the 
cartoonist is beautiful as well as 
talented. ·She shows a definite 
comedy ability that is pleasing 
to accept. 
Technical credits are fine. The 
music by Neal Hefti is smoothy-
swinging. 
That all of the potential of 
"How To Murder Your Wife" does 
not quite come off may be a 
disappointment to Lemmon and 
Terry-Thomas followers, but over-
all the film is enjoyable, after all 
nothing could be much worse than 
"Kiss Me Stupid!" 
Off-Campus News 
Allentown, Pa. - Muhlenberg's 
first experience with a pre-exam 
reading period (January 4-8), 
added to the normal semester 
schedule, deletes nothing from 
the regular course of study in the 
classroom. The program provides 
the student with seven days of 
study instead of two, resulting in 
a more relaxed pace of study. 
The role of the College faculty 
is vital to the success of the pro-
gram. Members of all departments 
devote the week to individual 
instruction and guidance on a 
tutorial basis, which will allow an 
opportunity for the exploration 
of creative methods of teaching. 
The initiative for faculty-student 
encounters, however, is left 
largely with the student. 
Correction: Dr. Hendrickson was 
misquoted in last week's Roving 
Eye. The Ithacan apologizes for 
this error. 
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Drama Review 
by Susan Wayne 
"On Our Own,'' this year's production of Scampers, is more 
than a collection of unrelated skits. Its theme, summer jobs for 
college students, is something that can be appreciated by all. Un-
fortunately, the opening night was not consistently good. Of the 
twenty-one numbers there were only a few that were outstanding 
in originality. 
The comic talents of William Little thoroughly amused the 
audience. His characterization of Schnauser in "Major Operation" 
was both convincing and funny. Mr. Little has the amazing ability 
to change his voice for the role he is playing. As the narrator in 
"The Wrong Bed" he set the scene for one of the most enjoyable 
and polished skits of the night. Of all the skits it seemed as though 
only this one was smoothly performed and staged. 
Marti Nadler, who appeared in several of the sequences 
throughout the night, brought on hysterics with his antics with 
the Bell Telephone Company. His sense of timing as well as his 
comic actions in the scene with Robert Morris and John Garafola 
produced show-stopping applause from the audience. 
Robert Morris, who occupied the stage much of the time pos-
sesses an ability to appear completely relaxed and at home on the 
stage. In the first performance he seemed, at times, to be enjoy-
ing himself more than the audience was enjoying his performance. 
There were many actors, such as Leslie Shreve, Kathy Bishop, 
Douglas Tepper, and Kathleen O'Connell, who deserve mention. 
Miss O'Connell, as the bellhop, is Ithaca College's answer to Carol 
Burnett. 
This reviewer was impressed with the musical score. The songs, 
all of which were original, were excellent. Timothy Jerome and Mike 
Drummond must be congratulated for these original and pleasing 
songs. It is a shame that they were nor- always well-performed. Judy 
Lane's and Frank Hoffmeister's rentions of "A Second Chance" and 
"Thoughtless Clouds" were applaudable, but Leslie Shreve and 
Lynne Shapiro seemed rightfully unsure of their singing talents. 
The song that ended the first part of the performance was both 
catchy and attractive. It was well-sung by the myriad of actors and 
well-staged despite the tendency of the other group scenes to ap-
pear confused and ill-rehearsed. The entire show was marred by· 
this continual inconsistency between the extremely well-done and 
the terribly unpolished. 
The choreography, which was done by Susan Peters, falls into 
this second category. There were times when this reviewer felt the 
dancers were almost counting to the music. They were unsure of 
their steps and, were not dancing in unison when they should have 
been. 
The orchestra conducted by· Sam Ferrucci, was to overpowering 
at times, and the chorus had to scream in order to be heard. 
As with first night performances there were many unexpected 
events. In "What Fore" a student-made golf club broke in two, 
but the ad-libbing by Robert Morris, Wilham Little, and Duncan 
Ross was so enjoyable that the accident provided more amusement 
than if the scene had proceeded exactly as planned. 
. 
There was an unexpected disappointment. Timothy Jerome"s 
solo was for some reason stricken from the script. 
The direction by Tim Hicks was a bit shabby in spots as 
proven by the sporadic confused staging and ill-rehearsed appear-
ance of the show, but the stage settings were more than adequate. 
They were basic and easily adaptable to the many skits. 
It should be pointed out that this show was completely the 
result of the students' effort. It was written, directed, staged, and 
acted by students without the guidance of any faculty member. 
But this does not seem to be either an excuse or a reason for a per-
formance that appeared to be sketchy and ill-rehearsed. The effect 
of the several outstandingly good skits and acting performances was 
lessened by the frequent display of unsurety on the part of the 
actors and dancers. The many excellent and original jokes were 
marred by the several trite and hackneyed jokes. The impressive 
musical score ;was not always sung by the most talented voice. The 
effect of an amusing and entertaining show was marred by a gen-
eral inconsistency of performance. 
HOW TO DESCRIBE 
The Porterhouse Room 
Superb! 
CLOSED SUNDAYS WONDERLAND MOTEL ELMIRA ROAD 
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Barbejoy Ponzio 
1c · Participates In 
"Mock" UN at Keuka 
Four members of the Ithaca 
College International Club con-· 
ducted a "mock" United Nations 
Assembly on Saturday, February 
13, 1965 at Keuka College near 
Penn Yan, New York. 
Quinton Malianga, President of 
the I.CJ.C., served as Secretary-
General, Lawrence Backlund, the 
Club's Vice-President, was Parlia-
mentarian, Miss Kathy Bell kept 
the record of the "mock" debate, 
and Anthony Uzomba functioned 
as the President of the "mock" 
Assembly. 
The four students had been 
asked by the Keuka College Inter-
national Relations Club to serve 
as officers of the "mock" Assem-
bly meeting which debated the 
actions the U.N. took during the 
recent Congo Crisis. 
The members . of the "mock" 
Ass~mbly, representing the na-
tions involved in the Congo ques-
tion, were represented by local 
high school students who had 
been briefed beforehand. 
~ i 
sometb\ni 
unusua\ ••• 
DIAMOND-
JEWELRY 
for MEN 
~ 
from $750 
DIAMONDS In sterling sliver or 12K 
gold filled cuff links, tie tacks or tie 
clips; each gift handsomely boxed 
ALTMAN & GREEN 
Frank Hammer, Successor 
"The Home of Personal 
Service and 
Brand Names"· 
144 E. State St. 
Open Fri. till 9_ AR 2_:-1810 
Phi EK to Crown· Sweetheart 
at Annual Ball Toinorrow Nite 
On Saturday, February 20, the 
brothers of Phi Epsilon Kappa 
will present their 18th annual 
Sweetheart's Ball. 
The dance will be held in the 
College Union from 9:00 to 2:00 
with 2:30 late permissions ~or 
these attending. Tickets may be 
obtained from any brother of Phi 
Epsilon Kappa for a donation of 
$3.00 per couple. 
Traditional red and white hearts 
and flowers of Valentine's Day 
will decorate the ballroom. Musjc 
Mary Evan Keenan 
IC Jazz lab To 
Compete at Villanova 
The Ithaca College Jazz Lab 
Band of the Jazz Workshop will 
compete at the Intercollegiate Jazz 
Festival which will be held at 
Villanova University, Villanova, 
Pennsylvania, on March 19th and 
20th. 
will be provided by ~he Sands 
Four. 
The highlight of the evening 
will be the crowning of Phi Epsi-
lon Kappa's Sweetheart at mid-
night. Candidates were nominated 
by their respective dorms and 
houses. The finalists and Sweet-
heart were· selected by the broth-
ers following a tea in the Union. 
The five finalists in this year's 
Sweetheart contest are: Judy 
Betts, a physical education major 
from E. Aurora, New York. Judy 
is a cheerleader and is -active in 
intramural sports and synchonized 
swimming. She plan§_ to attend 
graduate school after graduation. · 
Mary Evan Keenan, a freshman 
psychology major in the school 
of liberal arts, is from Glad· 
wyne, Pa. She enjoys water skiing 
and swimming. After graduation 
she hopes to attend graduate 
school. 
Anne Langenmayr is a junior 
physical education major from 
North Syracuse, New York. Her 
outside interests include swim.-
ming, bowling, and borsebark rid~ 
· ing. She ~ a cheerleader. Upon 
graduation she plans to teach 
-physical education_ . 
Barbejoy Ponzio is from Plain-
field, New York. She is a sopho-
more majoring in physical educa-
tion. She enjoys .. synchronized 
swimming and bowling. Upon 
graduation she would like to at-
tend graduate school. 
Sharon Young is a frnshman 
majoring in English ~ the school 
of liberal arts. She resides in 
Washington,· D.C. She enjoy.; ski-
ing and summer sports .. Sharon· 
hopes to · enter governmental 
work after-~aduation. 
· Judy Betts 
WKB-JV Salutes 
. Am~ican Compc,s_ers_ 
On Febrmu-y 17, the Ithaca Col· 
lege Television Studio presented 
The Parade of · American Music, 
in connection· with the National 
Federation of Music Clubs, The 
purpose· of the presentation was 
to nonor American composers 
·during the .month of February. 
The - show was run by the 
Women's Community Center and 
involved 61 pupils of elementary 
and high school levels from 19 
The college festival is open to 
all colleges and universities 
throughout the nation. Profes-
sional musicians of. the art, in-
cluding Stan Kenton, Clark Terry, 
Stari Getz, and Count Basie will 
judge the -event. 
Anne Langenmayr 
- Tompkins County educational 
The festival, in its fif!h year, is 
dedicating the two day program Woodw·and 0u· ·1nlel 
to Charlie Parker on the 10th -
centers. Tony Busch directed the 
show for which Cheryl Giffm 
was hostess. 
For the past six years, ·the 
county has asked the Ithaca Col-
lege Television station to televise 
the hour show. This year, the Na-
tional Federation of Music Clubs 
awarded the Ithaca College Tele-
vision station with a plaque of 
recognition. 
anniversary of his death. Presents Program 
Special arrangements of compo-
sitions by Parker, have been 
written for the band by Al Longo, 
Ray Brown, and Sam Burtis. 
WICB Rad·io To 
Sponsor Record 
Hop. Feb. 26 
On Friday, February 26, WICB 
Radio will present a Record Spec-
tacular from 8 p.m. to midnight 
- in the Coll~ge Union Recreation 
Room. Admission will be 50 cents 
with beer for 25 cents a bottle. 
More than just . a record hop, a 
big feature of the evening will 
be a live performance by the 
Trolls. Also on the bill will be 
plenty of dancing and e~tertain-
ment for everyone to all the 
records on the WICB Top 60 Sur-
vey plus stacks of "oldies but ' 
goodies" . and million sellers_ 
Emcees for the evening will be 
Bob Eolin, John von Soosten, and 
Herb Squire, assisted by many 
other All-Collegiates. 
The Ithaca Woodwind Quintet, 
composed of members from the 
music faculty of Ithaca C<?llege. 
will present a program Friday 
evening, Feb. 19, starting at 8:15 
in the music building. 
The program will include "Quin-
tette" by Taffan'el; ''Divertimento 
for solo 'Cello and Woodwind 
Quintet" by Walter S. Hartley; 
"Divertimento in B Flat Major, 
K. 270" by Mozart; and "Quintet 
Opus 24, No. 2" by Hindemith. 
Members of the Woodwind 
Quintet are David Berman, flute; 
Peter Hedrick, oboe; Charles Bay, 
clarinet; Edward Gobrecht, bas-
soon; and Marvin Howe, French -
horn. They will be assisted by 
Robert Perry, violoncello. 
HELP 
IS . 
NEEDED 
FOR 
SPRING 
WEEKEND 
See Bob Wilcox or 
Mike West . 
.Headquarters for all 
SMOKER'S_ SUPPLIES 
PAPER BOUND BOOKS 
·-,-
Sharon Young 
SAH ·To Presen-t 
Panel Discussion 
Sigma Alpha Eta, l:AH, the 
'national professional society for 
prospective speech and hearing 
therapists, will present a program 
on February twentieth at two 
o'clock in room 5 of the Student 
Union. -
The program will be a panel 
discussion. Parents of children 
who are bard of hearing, have 
~culauon problems and., cleft 
palates will be represented .on the 
panel. They will discuss different 
·aspects and related elements of 
these speech problems. - As t!J.ere 
will be discussion between the 
parents and the audience, all are 
welcome to attend.· 
State MENC Eleds 
Hanis and Slomm 
Chaimin and Advisor 
John K. Harris has been elected 
·chairman of the New York State 
student -chapters . of the Music 
Educator's National Conference. 
Election of officers took place at 
the meeting of the New York 
State SchooLMusic Association in 
Buffalo February 4-8. 
Mrs. Celia Slocum, Professor of 
Music Education at IC, has been 
appointed advisor to the state stu-
dent chapters. There are seven 
student chapters of MENC in 
New York State. 
John.. is a junior in the School 
of Music. He plays clarinet in the 
concert band and the orchestra, 
i.c; a· member of Zeta Sigma Nu, 
vice-president of Phi Mu Alpha 
Sinfonia, and was elec~ to this 
year's "Who's Who in American 
Universities and Colleges." 
The Brothers of 
SIGMA ALPHA NU 
' 
. "I.C.'s New Social 
Fraternity" 
invites 
all male students 
to a 
RUSH PARTY 
at 
their new home 
504 E. Buffalo St. 
on 
Mohday, Feb.22, 1965 
8:15 P.M. 
Music by The Trolls 
Casual Dress 
Dates may be brought 
Around_ The Const-ruction 
By Tony Vincent 
Now, that my· first return column has been written with an 
occasional person or two mentioning the fact, like "You're back." 
(whatever· that means), forgetting or n9t permitting themselves to 
finish the statement, I continue. For awhile, I couldn't think of 
anything to type about but, then came the usual "bus?" trip down-
town! 
· You know the trip. This is the one you take at 8:45 P.M. to 
catch the 9:00 show. This is the one that has that "little old man" 
take you on· a nickle tour of the greater Ithaca area, explaining as 
he drives along and along and along ... This is the one that takes 
you past Quarry by way of Geneva, and makes it down that final 
and oncy hill at around 9:05. Thus a potential five to ten minute trip · 
is prolon_gated to a twenty to twenty-five minute cruise. However, 
do we, their forced patronages, complain? We understand, and not 
until the eventful journey back up the Hill does one begin to really 
murmur, and then pretty loud at-that. 
I need a new paragraph to describe this midnight sojourn. May-
be I'm a bit naive about the whole thing, but this is the way it ap-
pears to me. First-there's the endless counting of heads to make sure 
that (?nly a particular number of priviliged individuals get aboard. 
The reason I say a particular number is that no one yet quite has 
a firm knowledge of what the magic number is. Maybe it's the num-
ber of recent accidents. However, now that the campus trolley is full. 
we go up to Quarry, over to a few sorority houses, maybe down to 
Valentine, a last look at the Administration Building, and then up. 
Like, by the time you get up the last hill, you barely have time to 
get your ~irl into the (her) dorm let alone have the chance to say 
a. "prope_i;' _goodnight. And if you're a bit inebriated, it can sure 
give you a headache. 
What can we do to do about it? Probably nothing: but I asked 
two people for their kwmble opinions as to a -solution to this ever 
present problem. However, this presented another problem. Their 
answers couldn't be printed. · · 
If George Washington 
can chop down the 
Cherry Tree 
I can chop down my 
Diamond Rings and 
Weddings Band Prices 
25% OFF ON 
these to celebrate this event 
* I ems 
ithaca, new york 
Charge or Budget layaway too. 
Certified Diamondtologist 
Do You Eat at 
WES' CORNER DINER 
123 North Aurora 
the original home of the 
TULL YBERGER ? ? 
If Not Please Do 
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Potter Named ltha,an Advisor; 
Burrough and Stowe Assume Maior Posts 
Rene Burrough, 
Managing Editor 
Desperate Days (1964) and Plots 
Against Presidents (to • be pub-
lished in the fall). 
As is customary, the new editor 
makes staff changes when he as-
sumes his position. Mr. Wood has 
appointed Miss Rene Burrough as 
Managing Edit(?r and Jonathan 
Stowe as Business Manager. 
Miss Burrough, a sophomore 
history major, has been News Edi-
tor of the Ithacan since February 
1964. She is active in many or-
ganizations. She is a member of 
the Art Exhibit Committee of the 
College Union Board. Miss Bur-
rough has been the Parliamentari-
an of Student Council. 
Mr. Stowe, a junior accounting 
major, has served the Ithacan in 
the past as Copy Editor and 
headline writer. He has also been 
in Forensics and he is a Parlia-
mentarian of Student Council. 
Other staff appointments in-
clude Miss Doris Landmesser, a 
&IAC JERI BY. 
BJ205 BEAOI JERSEY 
...................... --
.it6, UCLA --,. sid caCNII nM• .-I -
___ ......,...,.,-,w,.1r 
~H-.l,_ei.JW, 
Sizes S-M-L-XL 
r~AMrr, 
w .... W, .... Kol~/WW../lo/lr. w, ... w, .. , _,w,_,, __ 
W~ta W, •II .. St•ld/W~/~ 
At tho beach ••• picnic•. all io• 
formal avtings. 
(Continued from page 1) 
Mr. John Mason Potter, 
Advisor 
junior English major, News Edi· 
tor; Susan Wayne, a sophomore 
English major, Feature Editor; 
Donald Brister, a senior English 
major, Copy Editor; and Geral-
dine Penza, a junior history ma-
Jonathan Stowe, 
Business Manager 
jor, Advertising Manager. 
Those staff members retaining 
their positions are Jeff Fink, Pho· 
tography Editor; Frauke Manteu-
fell, Art Editor; and William Katz, 
Sports Editor. 
New position holden from left to right: Susan Wayne, Feature 
Editor; Donald Brister, Copy Editor; Doris Landmesser, News Edi-
tor; Geraldine Penza, Advertising Manager. 
THE NEW 
COLLEGE SPA 
Pete Atsede1, your host 
College Spa the MOit 
216 E..STATE STREET 
A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
• 
HICKEY'S 
MUSIC STORE 
201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca AR 2-8262 
CAYUGA 
CAR 
WASH 
Fun-Tyme 230 S. CA YUGA 
102 West State AR 2-9361 
8:30-5:30 Mon.-Sat. 
8:30-1 :30 Sun. 
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Radio-TV Department To Sponsor 
Mass Media 6-Week Travel Course 
U.S., ~rine _.(orps:·,.-
Representative ·To, 
Visit lC Feb. 22-23. A European travel course in 
Comparative Mass Media will be 
offered by Ithaca College this 
summer, it was announc<>d by 
Assoc. Prof. Royal D., Colle and 
Asst. Prof. Marvin N. Diskin, both 
of the College's Television and 
Radio Departments. The course 
will carry six units of coilege 
credits. 
The course, lasting for six 
weeks in June and July, is de-
signed to give college students a 
better understanding of the re-
lationship between the mass 
media and the political, economic 
and geographical factors af(ecting 
nations. Students will hear lect-
ures and participate in discussions 
and seminars with European rep-
resentatives of mass media and 
advertising industries, and with 
foreign correspondents and offi-
cials of American businesses in-
volved in media activities over-
seas. 
Six European nations are on the 
itinerary. Participants will study 
the press, film, broadcast media 
ART SHOW 
(Continued from page 1) 
design, unless more entries are 
made. The deadline for entries 
is 3 p.m. on Saturday, February 
2otb. . 
According to Bill Thayer, Chair-
man of the College Union Board 
~ Committee, there have been 
sixty-five to seventy-five entries 
already. Since there are so many 
entries, the Union Lounge will 
not be large enough to accomo-
date the entire exhibit. For this 
reason, many entries will be 
placed throughout the Union. Mr. 
Thayer requests consideration for 
the work displayed. It is sincere• 
ly hoped ·that none of tbe exhibits 
will be defaced in any way. 
Judging of the art show will be 
on March 3, at 5:30 p.m. The 
show will be judged by Vaquero 
Turcios, a Spanish painter . and 
muralist, who is currently tour-
ing the United States on a lec-
ture tour. He has · offered bis 
services to Ithaca College as a 
lecturer and judge. 
Other judges will be Prof. Peter 
Kahn, an associate professor of 
Art and Architecture at Cornell 
University, and Prof. Warren E. 
Benson, -the composer-in-residence 
of the School of Music of Ithaca 
College. 
Mr. Kahn is a painter and has 
exhibited extensively in New York 
City and on the Eastern seacoast. 
Mr. Benson specializes in photo-
graphy and has exhibited all over 
the Eastern United States. He re· 
cently exhibited a one-man show 
of thirty-six photographs in the 
College Union. 
Chemistry Prof. 
To Lecture Feb. 22 
Dr. Eugene Schrier of the De-
partment of Chemistry of Harpur' 
College, Binghamton, New York, 
will speak on "Protein Denaturiza-
tion," February 22 at 7:30 in the 
science lecture theater. 
The lecture will be the first in 
a series presented by the Stu· 
dent Affiliates of the American 
Chemical Society. 
All persons interested in bio· 
chemistry are invited to attend 
this free lecture. Refreshments 
will be served courtesY of the 
S.A.A.C.S. 
and the theatre, with visits to 
leading production and publishing Marine Captain Daniel J. Keat-
centers. Cities included , are ing, Jr., Officer -Selection Officer 
London, Paris, Nice, Rome, Flor- will visit: the Ithaca College cam-
ence, Berlin, Copenhagen, Amster- pus on 22 • 23 Feb. between the 
dam and Munich. At the latter, hours of 10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. 
the students will attend the First to discuss the Marine officer train-
International Exhibition of Trans- · ing programs available to college 
portation and Communication. Ne- students and interview those stu-
gotiations are in progress to wit- dents interested. 
ness the operation of Radio Lib- Captain Keating points out that 
eration and Radio Free Europe all Marine training in the under- · 
there. graduate programs (Platoon Lead-
Departure date will be June 2, ers Class) is done during the sum-
with return scheduled for July 18. mer with no interference during 
The cost of the course is $957, the school year. The Platoon 
covering all transportation, lodg- Leaders Class (Ground) and Pla-
ing and tuition. Most breakfasts toon Leaders Class (Aviation) 
and some other meals will also programs are available to fresh· 
be included. men, sophomores and juniors. 
IC Announces 
Summer Program 
In Puerto Rico 
A unique summer study pro-
gram devoted to the culture of 
Puerto Rico and the _ neighboring 
Virgin Islands will be offered by 
Ithaca College for the tenth year, 
it was . announced today by Prof. 
William Grimshaw, director of 
graduate studies. It will carry six 
or eight graduate or undergrad-
uate credit hours. 
The program, designed especial- , 
ly for teachers and workers in 
educational, social and recrea-
tional fields, will be basi>d at 
Inter-American University at San 
Garman, Puerto Rico, and will be 
held from July 3 .to August 14. It 
will be under the direction of 
Ricardo D. Ramirez-Acosta, Di-
rector of · Public Relations of 
Inter-American University. 
The program will include ex-
ploration and · study of social, 
economic and educational fa!:tors 
as well as the influence of reli-
gion, government and industrial-
ization on the daily life of inhabi-
tants. 
In addition to on-eampus ses-
sions, there will be visits and field 
trips to many centers of interest 
_. in Puerto Rico and Saint Thomas, 
V.I. 
Brith Sholom 
Announces Peace 
Essay Contest 
A Peace Essay Contest open to 
students attending colleges in 
New York, Pennsylvania and New 
Jersey is being sponsored by the 
Brith Sholom Peace Actions Com· 
mittee. PAC is an arm of Brith 
Sholom, a Philadelphia based na-
tional fraternal organization, with 
a record of 60 ·years humanitarian 
services. 
Contestants are required to 
write up to 1000 words on the 
theme: "Next Steps To Be Taken 
On The Search For Peace." 
Prizes totaling $250 will be 
awarded for the best essays in 
each region. The writer of the 
essay judged the best of the win-
ning essays will be feted by 
Britb Sholon during its 60th An-
nual Convention, June 27-30, 1965 
at the Concord, mountain resort 
at Kiamesha ~e, N.-y;. 
All entries must be postmarked 
no later than April 15, 1965 @d 
mailed to PEACE ESSAY CON-
TEST; . BRITH SHOLOM, 121 S. 
Broad Street, Philadelphir, ·pa, 
19107. 
Captain Keating also states that 
for the college senior the Marine 
Corps offers a commission upon 
successful completion of a ten 
week Officer Candidate Course. 
Again, the option of selecting 
ground of aviation training is pro-
vided. 
For further information ·see 
Captain Keating when he visits 
the campus, or write Officer 
Selection Officer, Rooms 1222-
1224 Chimes Building, Syracuse, 
New York 13202. 
Band Concert Features 
Benson Composition 
On Feb. 26 
The Concert Band of Ithaca 
College will feature a composi-
tion by a distinguished member 
of the faculty in its concert Fri-
day, Feb. 26, at 8:15 p.m. in the 
main auditorium of ~e new Music 
Building on the South Hill cam-
pus. Prof. Walter Bealer will con-
duct. 
For tbe first time locally and 
the second tbne anywhere .. Warren 
Benson's "Symphony for Drums" 
will be presented, with Prof. Ben-
son taking over the baton from 
Prof. Beeler. 
The only performance of "Sym-
phony for Drums" bas been in 
Pittsburgh where the American 
Wind Symphony Orchestra pre-
sented it on June 6, 1964. The 
work was commissioned by the 
orchestra two years previously. 
The College Concert Band's 
program also · includes ·'March~ 
Ecossaise" by DeBurry arrange-
ment by Schafer); Overture to 
"The · Marriage of Figaro" by 
Mozart (arrangement by Duthoit); 
"Concertetto for Viola and Band" 
by Morton Gould; and three Rus-
sian dances: Dance of the Tumb-
lers from ''The Snow Maiden" by 
Rimsky-Korsakov (arrangement by 
O'Donnell), .polka from "The Gold-
en Age" by Shostakovich (arrange-
ment by Lang), and Russian dance 
from "Gayne Ballet Suite No. 2" 
by Khachaturian (arrangement by 
Hutchins). 
George Andrix, assistant profes-
sor, will accompany the band on 
the _ viola during the playing of 
Morton Gould's Concertetto. 
CWSIFIED ADS 
Exclusive Franchise 
Amaaing new Jiqnld plaatlc coating Ulled 
on all types of eurfacea interior or ex-
terior. Eliminates waxing _ when applied 
on Asphalt Tile, Vinyl, Llnolfllllll, Vinyl 
Aabeetoa, Hard Wood, and F1ll'Dlture. 
Oompletely eliminates painting when ap-
plied to Wood, Metal. or Ooncrete sur-
faces. Thia finish la alao recommended 
for boats and automobiles. · 
No Competition 
A11 these are exclusive formulas ln de· · 
mand by all buaineeeea, lnduat.r,, and 
homes. No franchlle fee. Minimum lu-
veatment--$800. Maximum lnveatment--
•7,000. Inveetment la secured by inven-
tory. Factory trained peraonnel will help 
set up your bualneee. 
For complete details and descriptive 
literature write: 
Chem-Plastics & Paint 
Corp. 
1828 Locust . St. Lduls 3, Mo. 
. , 
. ..-. ', ·. 
' . 
·' 
:. 
. 
I' - ..... 
· Student Court 
',". 
" 
Student Court decides the fate 
of students who violate school 
rules. Before a decision made by 
the Court can become law, it must 
be sent to Dean Clark for his 
approval. 
The first student who was 
brought up in front of Student 
Court last Tuesday was charged 
with lending ~, paper to another 
student. The Court decided that a 
note would appear on the stu-
. dent's record to be removed by 
the descretion of the Deans after 
the student ttmains on Behavior 
Probation for two years. A letter 
will also be sent home to his 
parents. 
I 
An article on Student Court 
procedures will appelll'. in the 
Ithacan every week. 
FRATERNITY JEWELRY 
by L G. BALFOUR. CO. 
Ithaca College Clan ·Rings 
Ray Robin1on-Rothschild'1 Dept. Store 
Flnt Floor 
BADGES- FAVORS- MUGS. TROPHIES 
Phone AR 2-5000 
MELODY INM 
1230 DANBY RD. AR 2-9628 
Dancing Thunday thru Sunday 
I FEATURING 
' Ronnie Dio, The Persians, Charlie Star, The Citations, 
Bobble Comstock, The Cavallers, Daiquiri's, Trashen 
and other groups appearing 
THURSDAY- SUNDAY 
DIFFERENT BAND EACH NIGHT 
Bob Levy 
Gary Schwartz 
BILL WIGGINS 
JAZZ QUARTET 
SUNDAY NITE 
, 7:00 P.M. - ? 
AT 
MORRIE'S 
Gerry Eastman 
Greg Solnlnen 
__ I 
Buses to the Administration Buildi'ng ancJ to Quarry WAIT for last minute trav,elers to board. 
Aunt Chloe 
Have you ever been so rudely awakened · from your sleep 
that you sit up in bed and ask, "Where am I?" Well, for us the 
answer is "college." Unfortunately, many learn this answer the 
hard way. But, while the semester is still fresh and marking books 
are not yet cluttered with every letter in the alphabet, why not 
sit down and take stock of what these few years will mean to you 
for the rest of your life? 
College is more than those things that we apparently treasure 
most right now, such as parties, dates, and campus happenings. 
Anyone in the upper-classes who has had the opportunity to prac-
tice teach will tell you that it pays to absorb as much knowledge 
as possible before you take your place in the profession of your 
choice. One J.C. professor recently remarked during his lecture 
that a college degree is, in essence a union card; as cloes a union 
card, a degree permits you to work in a particular occupation. 
But college is more than a training ground for the more presti-
gious white-collar jobs; it· is, or should be, the training ground for 
men and women who will be influencing or molding the opinions 
of others, in education and in business. For even in local small 
town politics -we find those in power usually handling community 
affairs much as tkey see fit. As many of us who live in small 
towns know, an alarming percentage' of these men not trained 
in the ways of government often prove to be ineffective and in-
competent in their positions. Worse yet, than this, is the fact that 
many municipalities return the same men, or those with similar 
ideas, to office, election after election, simply because of widespread 
voter apathy. · 
Buses Are Fun 
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A COLLEGE PRIMER FOR BUSES 
by 
Rene Burrough 
See the blue and beige buses. 
Pretty blue and beige buses. 
Dirty too. 
Dirt comes from mud. Mud and 
rain. 
Hammer, hammer, hammer, 
Buildings are being built. 
Pretty buildings. 
And mud is being made. Pretty 
mud? 
See the people run. Run, run, run. 
Hear the driver accelerate the bus. 
Run harder, run harder, run 
harder. 
Buses are for people to get to 
classes. 
Classes, classes, classes. On 
Saturday even. 
Buses run up and down the hill. 
Run, run, run. 
Sometimes they get behind a slow 
truck. 
Slow, slow, slow. 
Sometimes they don't get behind 
a slow truck. 
Still slow, still slow, still slow. 
There are nine pretty blue and 
and beige buses. 
There are five drivers for the 
pretty blue and beige buses. 
Nine and five-, nine and five. 
See the people on the bus. 
Sec the girls holding packages. 
See the boys sitting down. 
Sit, stand, sit, stand. 
No, this isn't a New York City 
subway. They go faster. 
See the pretty blue and beige 
bus go to Quarry. 
Load, unload. Load, unload. 
See the bus stop at the Adminis-
tration Building, 
See it then turn up Danby. 
Turn, turn, turn. 
See the nice bus drivers stop 
sometimes and pick up stray 
ICers. 
Nice, nice, nice. 
Thank you nice bus drivers. 
See the farsighted plans of the 
Administration. 
Plans, plans, plans. 
They will still have a bus schedule 
when the campus is completed. 
in 1966. 
Complete, complete, complete. 
Mud and rain, mud and rain. 
Hammer, hammer, hammer. 
See the pretty blue and beige 
buses. 
See the people run. 
See the people go back to the 
Snack Bar. 
Pitch and coke. Pitch and coke. 
Whether we serve as responsible elected officials or responsible 
voters, as educators or businessmen, as parents of children, we owe 
to all who come within our personal spheres respect and consider-
ation. However, before this can be achieved we must have under-
standing. This is where our college years. will stand us in stead, for 
there is much knowledge to be gleaned from books as this choice 
exemplary quote: 
As God dwells in all creatures, none is to be despised. 
· -Ramananda 
Students stand and stand during rush hours. These students wait before the descent down for 8 
o'clocks. 
Poets Corner 
Another Poem for Patricia 
Hold me 
As you 
And I 
Will be one 
As 
Love holds two 
Stopped in time 
Against the flow 
Together 
Moments 
Falling 
Upward in ourselves 
A truth: As 
White as brighter 
Stars in nights 
That knew the 
Days in which 
We two in love 
Wanderefl whispered warmth 
That kissed us 
In our ears 
With lightness laying 
In our hearts 
The sound of 
Eyes that sang 
Of 
I 
That knew 
And 
You 
. -David Lublin 
Southern Mansion 
My parents built .a house for me, 
To put my soul inside. 
But it is floored with prejudice, 
And it is roofed with pride. 
And in the old foundations, 
The wood is rotting fast 
The stagnant shell will soon 
collapse, 
And leave me free at last. 
-Anon 
Lonely Night 
Street light 
Lonely night 
People meet 
Busy feet 
Workers hurry 
Mothers worry 
Dress shop 
Bus stop 
Scratchy seat 
Try to sleep . 
Men sinoke 
I choke 
Fire siren 
Girl cryin' 
My home-
Welcome sight 
Freedom from the lonely night. 
-Noreen Wesolowski 
The American Way 
When you"re dating at Ohio 
But you're pinned to ole Purdue 
It is common campus knowledge 
That it's just the thing to do. 
If you're drying out your laundry 
To remove the lint and damp 
And use a penny for a dime 
You're called a thrifty champ. 
Or how about the person 
Who waits on line for dinner 
And gives out Ithaca Journals 
He's a campus winner. 
All these ,little dirty deeds 
Which should make conscience 
wilt 
Aren't labeled cheating 
That causes too much guilt. 
The label given for the first 
Is rationalized down to human 
thirst 
Label two and label three 
Come under group economy. 
q1.eating isn't right 
Is that what we are taught? 
No cheating isn't right, 
If you're stupid and get caught. 
-Marty' Nadler 
Letters To The Editor 
(Continued from page 2) 
The Recreation Committee has 
as one of its many duties that of 
sponsoring the Associations of 
College Union Tournaments. These 
Tournaments include bowling, 
ping pong, pool and many other 
events in which colleges all over 
the United States and Canada- par-
ticipate. 
Last weekend, the College Union 
Board's Recreation Committee 
sent twenty-one students to the 
regional contest which consisted 
of over eight hundred students 
from West Point, Cortland, and 
many other schools of Canada and 
New York 'State. There were 
twenty-five trophies, a n d w e 
walked away with 13 of them; 
thus giving Ithaca first place. My 
hat is off to the students who par· 
ticipated and my thanks for rep-
resenting our school so well. I 
know that I am proud of you and 
I do believe that the whole stu-
dent body, faculty, and adminis-
tration of Ithaca College feel the 
same as I do. Best of luck in the 
national tournament! ! ! 
Hank Mandel 
President, College Union Board 
PICKET 
(Continued from Page 8) 
leader of the march, made the 
following statement in response to 
certain questions: "The committee 
has picked this time and place 
for the demonstration for two rea-
sons. First, to educate passers-by 
as to the significance and details 
of the situation and second, to 
publicize that at least a segment 
of the population is in opposi-
tion to the administration's poli-
cies in Viet Nam." 
In the immediate future the 
Cornell Ad Hoc committee plans 
to hand out leaflets presenting 
their views at a meeting this 
coming Monday where United 
States Senator Wayne Morris of 
Oregon will be speaking. 
ARE YOU UPA 
CHERRY TREE AS TO 
WHAT TO GET 
GEORGE FOR HIS 
BIRTHDAY? 
TRY 
CHARJAN'S 
For Gifts and Cards 
for AU Occasions 
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Cagers Drop Two 
To LeteJoyne, Hartwick 
Ithaca Coliege's relatively in-
experienced varsity cagers lost 
last week to two tough opponents. 
On Feb. 10 they dropped a 63-44 
decision to LeMoyne and on Satur- · 
day lost to Hartwick 88-71. 
Picketers Protest. United ·States 
Adions in Vi.et Nam on Tuesday 
CUB Representatives at Buffalo Tourney. 
At the South Hill Gym on the 
tenth spectators were treated to 
a basketball game that made -old-
timers recall the old point a 
minute era. It was an extremely 
low scoring contest as LeMoyne 
bad a tough time cracking the 
Bomber zone defense and couldn't 
muster an effective scoring punch. 
Unfortunately the Ithacans could 
·not take advantage of the oppor- · 
tunities offered them as they 
played a rather inept game. They 
were continually handcuffed by 
LeMoyne's tight man to man 
defense. As an indication of the 
C.U.B. 
(Continued from page 1) 
Also attending the Tournament 
were Dean Ernest Christensen; 
Chris Karp, Director of Student 
Activities; Kenneth Whited, Night 
Manager of the Union; Parker 
Moore, Head Resident - all of 
whom drove the students to the 
Tournament; and Kathleen Wil-
liams, chairman of the Union 
Board Recreation Committee. The 
Recreation Committee is the spon-
sor of Ithaca's representation in 
the Games Tournament. 
It is to be noted that Ithaca 
College is the first small four-
year school ever to place in so 
many of the eve_nts. 
Students Left IC on Friday 
The students left Ithaca Friday 
morning at seven o'clock for the 
Tournament. The games began at 
noon and lasted until midnight 
Friday, and from 9 a.m. to _9 p.m. 
on Saturday. The bridge tourna-
ment was held on the Ithaca Col-
lege Campus on Friday evening to 
determine our scores, which were 
then mailed to· the regional tourn-
ament director. 
The high scorers from five dif-
ferent schools in Women's Bowl-
ing were invited to represent the 
region in the National tournament 
to be held in Oregon in April. 
Since Ithaca had three of the top 
five bowlers, only the high Ithaca 
scorer will attend with the others 
being alternates. 
Our girls in all-events bowling 
placed second, third, fifth, and 
seventh. Pat Karas will be going 
with the regional team to Oregon 
with a 1489 score. First, second, 
and third alternates will be Linda 
Martino, 1419; Nancy Olsen, 1393; 
and P. K. Cullen, 1348. 
The girls' team also took second 
place with a 2207 team total. Pat 
Karas was high with a 482 fol-
lowed by Linda Martino 464, Nan-
cy Olsen 447, P.' K. Cullen 416, 
and Judy Leupp 398. Linda Mar-
tino and Nancy Olsen won first 
- place doubles with a 978 total 
(Linda 505 and Nancy 473). 
Second place doubles was won 
by Pat Karas 533 and Judy Leupp 
-430 giving them a total of 963. 
P. K. Cullen placed second in 
the singles event with a 518, in-
cluding a 210 single game. 
The Ithaca men's team also car-
ried· home a trophy with Ron 
Lesko and Dale Rikert winning 
the first place doubles. Our men's 
table tennis team won a second 
place with the campus champs 
Chun T. Limb and Malcolm Weiss. 
Their win was matched by Jennie 
Fierstein and Frauke Manteuffel, 
who took second place in the wo-
men's division. Cara Harvey took 
a third place in women's pocket 
billards by defeating the player 
from the University of Buffalo. 
Perhaps the most exciting event 
was the men's pocket billards, 
which ran four hours overtime. 
Dale Baker lost bis first match 
against Niagara Community Col-
lege and then· went on to win all 
the following matches, the finals 
being with Buffalo and Syracuse. 
Students were lined six deep 
around the billards table while 
Dale conquered the player from 
Syracuse University. He then beat 
the University of Buffalo giving 
that player bis first loss. In the 
second match Dale lost by a small 
margin, thereby gaining second 
place for the whole event. 
We hope next year's tournament 
will be even better and one way 
of doing this is by having an 
active recreation committee. Any-
one interested in joining should 
leave his name and address in 
box L-46 or contact Kathy Wil-
liams, Dorm 5, phone 272-9639. 
Plcketen mcirch In iront of Navy Rec:ruiting'-oHice ht protest to 
our actions In Viet Nam. 
pace of the game-the half-time The street in front of the State ~tudents an~ faculty-of Cornell 
score was an incredible 22-12 in Theater was the scene of peaceful University .. were invited _to }>ar-
favor of LeMoyne. . pickets protesting . the . actions of . ticipate in the activities of this 
· ,,.. the United States m Viet Nam. organizatiob; no matter how they 
The Bombe~s made an a~mpt The demonstrations were ~n- believe withdrawal should be 
to get back 10 the game m the sorecrhy the Cornell Ad Hoc Com· accomplished. · 
second half but fell far short, mittee· for Viet Nani, a· group At a meeting of the organiza-GrapplerS Pin RIT they neyer came closer than 37-21. organized last week in protest to tion last 'Thursday three speakers 
WI.th 18-6 -w.·n LeMoyne outrebounded Ithaca the raids by the U.S. on February presented their opinions on the 39-27 and demonstrated far SU· 7th and · 8th. situation and what the U.S. should 
Ithaca College's impressive vars- perior ball handling. Their victoi:r The µiembers of this group do about it. One of the speakers, 
ity wrestling team dropped the over the Bombers brougnt then- hold varying political opinions Prof. Friedman of the Law de-
first two bouts and then came record to l3-2. They have - won and affiliations:-The -·only -unify- partment at Cornell, expressed 
back to win the last six to score their last eleven straight. · ing belief of tile group is that the f~ling that negotiations with 
an 18-6 victory ·over Rochester Hartwick also was able to ex- U.S. troops must be withdrawn the Viet Cong are in order while 
Institute of Technology at Roches- tend their winning streak at the from Viet Nam. Douglas HaimUne, an undergradu-
ter last Saturday. Bob Francimone expense of the IC quintet. The ------------ ate student, felt that immediate 
took bis eighth straight declsi()n Warrior victory at Oneonta last BITS & PIECES withdrawal-is necessary. 
for Ithaca. Bob weighs in at 137 Sat. night was their 10th straight. The marchers carried signs ex-
pounds. The Bombers made the Warriors by Rene Burrough - pressing their individual views on 
Ithaca now holds a 6-2 record. - work for their victory. At one the subject. They ranged from 
RIT 5-7. Tomorrow night IC will point in the first half the Bomb- Scared you, didn't I? Did you catchy sayings such as, "Relocate 
wrestle at Mansfield. ers pulled to a 38-38 tie. Hart- know that the tentative calend!ll" the seventh fleet" to more 
v ARSITY wick spurted to an 8 point half- has not yet been brought up to definitive statements such as "End 
Pat Scarlata, RIT, defeated Joe time lead-5042. · the Academic Committee · • · United States Imperialism in Viet 
Perrucci, 4-1. · Dave Halen was Ithaca's high that boys will have to park in the Nam", "Fight Unemployment, not 
130-Doug Drake, RIT, defeated scorer with 19 points. Center lots assigned to them and -from the Vietnamese", and ·"Mississippi, 
John Pulen, 4-3. Barry Lalonde_ was second high there will have to escort their Harlem, Viet Nam; US oppression 
137-Bob Franciamone, IC, de- with 16. dates back to the . dorms • • • must stop." 
feated Bill Thompson, 9-4. Both LeMoyne and Hartwick are · · · that there's something wrong Mr. Paul Briemes, a graduate 
147-John Sacchi, IC, defeated harboring hopes for · bids to the wit hthe Swimming Pool water student in history, and leader of 
Pete Serafine, 4-3. NCAA -play-offs .. Both teams have · ·. · that the Ithacan is running the organization, stated, "lmmedi· 
157-Howard Periano, IC, de- the same number of victories but Classified Ads • · • that the· show- ate withdrawal in Viet Nam is 
feated Neal Mulvenna, 5-2. Hartwick has lost one game less. ing for the Tutorial Program was necessary even if So. Viet Nam be-
167-Gary Foote, IC, defeated Though Ithaca gate Hartwick a mostly Frosh girls • • • that TL IV comes controlloo by the Viet 
Dick Dotson, 5-2. tough time (for a while at least), was on Candid Camera . • • that Cong." He also stated that he 
177-Ed Michael, IC, defeated the view from here is that the "learning is only "stimulus. re- was against the idea of negoti-
John Vanderveen, 3-1. Warriors are -a superior team ·to sponse" ... that it's not worth ations to settle the· situation. 
Heavyweight-Ed Michael, IC, the Le:Moyne cagers. Hartwick has waiting half an hour on the When asked why this location was 
defeated Bob Michniewicz, 6-4. a victory over Le:Moyne at Le- cafeteria line . • . that card picked as the final destination of 
Ithaca · College 003 333 33-18 _ Moyne to its credit. playing and studying in the Snack the march, Mr. Brienes pointed 
Roch. Tech. 330 000 00- 6 stan---. ds at 6-lO Bar. during the lbnch hour is out out the proximity of this spot to 
COLLEGE BOWL 
(Continued from page 1) 
When asked if the Triplum pro-
gram would be helpful as a prepar-
ation for these competitions, - Dr. 
Emery said that it would. How-
ever, he added tha,t the competi-
tion is open to the whole school 
and to all classes. 
Once the team has been chosen 
there will not be concentrated 
study on the part of the students. 
Rather various faculty members 
will hold question and answer ses-
sions which would simulate con-
ditions on the College Bowl pro-
gram. 
If the team from Ithaca wins, 
the school will get a $1,500 schol-
arship grant from · the General 
Electric Corporation with the right 
to compete again. A victorious 
team is allowed to make five 
appearances in all, thus conceiv-
ably being able to win $7,500 for 
the school. In the case of a loss, the 
school will receive a $500 scholar-
ship grant. 
The appearance of a team repre-
senting the College on the pro-
gram would not only reflect favor-
ably on - Ithaca, said Dr. Emery, 
but it would also provide publicity 
for the school, especially the one-
minute film clip which each new 
collegiate team presents. 
IC's record. now and P.D.A. in the Union is in . . . the Naval Recruiting Station, a 
for the season. that entries for the Student Art symbol of our armed f~." 
Ithacan Needs Help 
Meetings Thurs. at 7:00 p.m. 
in the newspaper office in the 
basement of Dorm No. 8 
Patterson's 
Mobilgas 
WASHING AND 
GREASING 
' Comer Buffalo 
& 
Aurora Streets 
"PIRRO'S" 
BEST PIZZA 
AT -
THE LOWEST 
PRICE IN TOWN 
Open 4:00 p.m.-2:00 A.M. 
DQIVERY 
CALL 
AR 2-1950 115 E. Green St •. 
Exhibit are due--by 4 p.m.-no Mr. Larry Faulkner and another 
later-this Sunday .•. that Irvie- .(Continued on pa.ge 7) 
poo ·sent me a Valentine ... ·that 
Williams Hall is very lOJ\ely at 
lunch time ~ . . that the Debate 
Tournament is now April 9 • • • 
that nobody's seen the fourth side 
of the High Rise dorms . • . that 
the Ithacan has a. new advisor-
Mr. Potter . . . that there's some 
unofficial evaluation · of profes-· 
sors being preseQtly conducted 
. . . what happens to the more 
orderly plans from Student Coun-
cil . . . that it is hoped students 
will have respect for fellow stu-
dents' creative works to be dis-
played in· the Union this month 
. . . that David Stewart, WICB 4 
p.m. - will preview Flames' new 
record, n~t -Tuesday ... 
FAHEY 
Rexall Pharmacy 
and 
Perfume Shop 
154 E. State St. 
AR 2·2222 
FREE DELIVERY 
Applications for Information 
Desk are being accepted thru 
Feb. 22. They may be picked up 
at the Information Desk 
